
10 things I like about Terrace Setting by Yolunda Hickman and Amy Unkovich 
 
 
 

1. The RM table-spread of papaya, dried fruits, shrimp chips and buja mix is probably 
the most eclectic catering in the city.  

 
2. Friends making art together eases the usual dissatisfactions of exhibiting. Sure 

there is a bit of cronyism imbedded in this practice, but art is a social game and 
good relationships are the basis of most successful projects.  

 
3. The cover of Art New Zealand featuring Yolunda was possibly the highlight of my 

week. I love the covers of Art New Zealand, and the August-September issue was a 
classic. These en-plain-aire re-enactments of studio photography are reliably 
cringeworthy. They seem to ironically reprise the dignity of a by-gone era of studio 
artists. 

 
4. Samoa House near RM’s entrance is absolutely gorgeous. The Fale hidden at the 

entrance to RM looks like something Buckminster Fuller made while on holiday in 
the pacific.  

 
5. French braces are a secret passion of mine. I made a couple while at Art School 

and threw them out in a fit and have regretted it since. A total sucker for stage-craft, 
and there is nothing like a weak facade.  

 
6. Flourescent vivid is very old school. Yolunda’s patterning remind me of the doodles 

that used to decorate the margins of my school books. It’s a kind of illustrative 
ambling.  

 
7. Picket fences are bead and butter to any Kiwi suburbanite. I’m less invested in the 

Victorian variety though, i prefer the crued checkered arrangements. I wonder if Amy 
would consider site specific commissions? I could do with some custom pastel tone 
fencing, more decorative than defensive.  

 
8. Works on paper seem rarer and rarer these days. I think its pretty classy. Robbie 

Fraser and I were trying to speculate on the GSM of Yolunda’s works. My best 
guess; Munken (cream coat) 250gsm.  

 
9. $2.50 Beers at RM openings is good policy. Puts the breaks on a dominant culture 

of opportunism in the arts. There is no such thing as free catering, someones footing 
the bill.  

 
10. Casting paintings is a really interesting strategy. I’ve always enjoyed Amy’s plaster 

reliefs. The surfaces remind me of Rudolph Gopas’ paintings that are currently 
displayed on the ground floor of Auckland Art Gallery. But unlike Gopas’ celestial 
swirls, Unkovich’s seem pulled straight off the walls of an art-deco villa.   
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